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Abstract
We establish continuity and Schatten–von Neumann properties for Fourier inte-
gral operators with amplitudes in weighted modulation spaces, when acting on mod-
ulation spaces themselves. The phase functions are non smooth and admit second
order derivatives again in suitable classes of modulation spaces.
0. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to investigate continuity and compactness properties for
Fourier integral operators with non-smooth amplitudes (or symbols), when acting on (gen-
eral, or weighted) modulation spaces. Especially we concern with detailed compactness
investigations of such operators in background of Schatten–von Neumann theory, when
acting on Hilbert modulation spaces. Here we recall that the spaces of trace-class or
Hilbert–Schmidt operators are particular classes of Schatten–von Neumann type. More
precisely, we establish sufficient conditions on the amplitudes and phase functions in or-
der to allow the corresponding Fourier integral operators to be Schatten–von Neumann
of certain degree. Since Sobolev spaces of Hilbert type are special cases of these Hilbert
modulation spaces, it follows that our results can be applied to certain problems involv-
ing them.
The phase functions are assumed to be continuous, with second orders of derivatives
belonging to appropriate modulation spaces (i.e. weighted “Sjöstrand classes”) and satis-
fying appropriate non-degeneracy conditions. The amplitudes are assumed to belong to
appropriate (weighted) modulation spaces, or more generally, appropriate (weighted) co-
orbit spaces of modulation type, where each such space is defined by imposing a mixed
weighted Lebesgue norm on the short-time Fourier transform of distributions. These co-
orbit spaces contain various types of classical smooth amplitudes. For example, for any set
of the smooth functions which belong to a fixed mixed Lebesgue spaces, together with all
their derivatives, we may find a “small” such coorbit space which contains this set. Conse-
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quently, our main results apply on Fourier integral operators with such smooth amplitudes.
Furthermore, by letting the involved weight functions be trivially equal to one,
these Sobolev spaces are equal to L2. In this case, our results generalize those in [7, 8],
where similar questions are discussed when the amplitudes and second order of deriva-
tives belong to classical or non-weighted modulation spaces.
On the other hand, following some ideas of A. Boulkhemair in [5], the framework
of the investigations in the present paper, as well as in [7, 8], is to localize the Fourier
integral operators in terms of short-time Fourier transforms, and then making appro-
priate Taylor expansions and estimates. In fact, in [5], Boulkhemair considers a cer-
tain class of Fourier integral operators whose symbols are defined without any explicit
regularity assumptions and with only small regularity assumptions on the phase func-
tions. The symbol class considered by Boulkhemair, in the present paper denoted by
M1,1, is sometimes called the “Sjöstrand class”, and contains S00,0, the set of smooth
functions which are bounded together with all their derivatives. In time-frequency com-
munity, M p,q is known as a (classical or non-weighted) modulation space with expo-
nents p 2 [1, 1] and q 2 [1, 1]. The strict definition may be found below or e.g. in
[14, 17, 22]. Boulkhemair then proves that such operators extend uniquely to contin-
uous operators on L2. In particular it follows that pseudo-differential operators with
symbols in M1,1 are L2-continuous, as proved by J. Sjöstrand in [35], where it seems
that M1,1 was used for the first time in this context.
Boulkhemair’s result was extended in [7, 8], where it is proved that if the am-
plitude belongs to the classical modulation space M p,1, then the corresponding Fourier
integral operator is Schatten–von Neumann of order p 2 [1,1] on L2. In [8] it is also
proved that if the amplitude only depends on the phase space variables and belongs to
M p, p, then the corresponding Fourier integral operator is continuous from M p0, p0 to
M p, p, where 1=p C 1=p0 D 1. If in addition 1  p  2, then it is also proved that the
operator is Schatten–von Neumann of order p on L2.
We remark that the assumptions on the phase functions imply that they are two
times continuously differentiable. This property is usually violated by “classical” Fourier
integral operators (see e.g. [24, 29, 30, 31, 32]). For example, this condition is not ful-
filled in general when the phase function is homogeneous of degree one in the frequency
variable. We refer to [9, 29, 30, 31, 32] for recent contributions to the theory of Fourier
integral operators with non-smooth symbols, and in certain domains with few regularity
assumptions of the phase functions.
In order to be more specific we recall some definitions. Assume that p, q 2 [1,1],
 2 S (Rn) n 0 and that ! 2 P(R2n) are fixed. (See Section 1 for strict definition of
P .) Then the modulation space M p,q(!) (Rn) is the set of all f 2 S 0(Rn) such that
(0.1) k f kM p,q(!) 
(∫
Rn
(∫
Rn
jV

f (x ,  )!(x ,  )jp dx
)q=p
d
)1=q
<1
(with obvious modification when p D1 or q D1). Here V

f is the short time Fourier
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transform of f with respect to the window function  , i.e. V

f (x ,  )  F ( f x)( ),
where x is the translation operator x(y) D (y   x), F is the Fourier transform on
S
0(Rn) which is given by
F f ( ) D Of ( )  (2) n=2
∫
Rn
f (x)e ihx ,i dx
when f 2 S (Rn). For simplicity we set M p,q D M p,q(!) when ! D 1.
Modulation spaces were introduced by H. Feichtinger in [14]. The basic theory of
such spaces were thereafter extended by Feichtinger and Gröchenig in [17, 18], where
the coorbit space theory was established. Here we note that the amplitude classes in
the present paper consist of coorbit spaces, defined in such way that their norms are
given by (0.1), after replacing the L p and Lq norms by mixed Lebesgue norms and
interchanging the order of integration (see Subsection 1.2 and Section 2). During the
last twenty years, modulation spaces have been an active fields of research (see e.g. [14,
15, 22, 27, 39, 42]). They are rather similar to Besov spaces (see [46, 37, 42] for sharp
embeddings) and it has appeared that they are useful in time-frequency analysis, signal
processing, and to some extent also in pseudo-differential calculus.
Next we discuss the definition of Fourier integral operators. For simplicity we re-
strict ourself to operators which belong to L (S (Rn1 ),S 0(Rn2 )). Here we let L (V1, V2)
denote the set of all linear and continuous operators from V1 to V2, when V1 and V2
are topological vector spaces. For any appropriate a 2S 0(RNCm) (the symbol or ampli-
tude) for N D n1 C n2, and real-valued ' 2 C(RNCm) (the phase function), the Fourier
integral operator Op
'
(a) is defined by the formula
(0.2) Op
'
(a) f (x) D (2) N=2
∫ ∫
Rn1Cm
a(x , y,  ) f (y)ei'(x , y, ) dy d ,
when f 2 S (Rn1 ). Here the integrals should be interpreted in distribution sense if
necessary. By letting m D n1 D n2 D n, and choosing symbols and phase functions in
appropriate ways, it follows that the pseudo-differential operator
(0.3) Op(a) f (x) D (2) n
∫ ∫
Rn
a(x , y,  ) f (y)eihx y,i dy d
is a special case of Fourier integral operator. Furthermore, if t 2 R is fixed, and a is
an appropriate function or distribution on R2n instead of R3n , then the definition of the
latter pseudo-differential operators covers the definition of pseudo-differential operators
of the form
(0.4) at (x , D) f (x) D (2) n
∫ ∫
R2n
a((1   t)x C t y,  ) f (y)eihx y,i dy d .
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On the other hand, in the framework of harmonic analysis it follows that the map
a 7! at (x , D) from S (R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)) extends uniquely to a bijection from
S
0(R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)).
In the literature it is usually assumed that a and ' in (0.2) are smooth functions. For
example, if n1 D n2 D n, a 2 S (R2nCm) and ' 2 C1(R2nCm) satisfy '() 2 S00,0(R2nCm)
when jj D N1 for some integer N1  0, then it is easily seen that Op
'
(a) is continuous
on S (Rn) and extends to a continuous map from S 0(Rn) to S (Rn). Here recall S00,0(RN )
denotes the Hörmander symbol class which consists of all smooth functions on RN which
are bounded together with all their derivatives. In [1] it is proved that if '() 2 S00,0(R2nCm)
for all multi-indices  such that jj D 2 and satisfies
(0.5)
∣∣∣∣det
(
'
00
x , y '
00
x ,
'
00
y, '
00
 ,
)∣∣∣∣  d
for some d > 0, then the definition of Op
'
(a) extends uniquely to any a 2 S00,0(R2nCm),
and then Op
'
(a) is continuous on L2(Rn).
Next assume that ' instead satisfies '() 2 M1,1(R3n) for all multi-indices  such
that jj D 2 and that (0.5) holds for some d > 0. This implies that the condition on
' is relaxed since S00,0  M1,1. Then Boulkhemair improves the result in [1] by prov-
ing that the definition of Op
'
(a) extends uniquely to any a 2 M1,1(R2nCm), and that
Op
'
(a) is still continuous on L2(Rn).
In Section 2 we discuss continuity and Schatten–von Neumann properties for Fourier
integral operators which are related to those which were considered by Boulkhemair.
More precisely, assume that !, ! j for j D 1, 2 and v are appropriate weight functions,
' 2 M1,1(v) and 1 < p < 1. Then we prove in Subsection 2.4 that the definition of
a 7! Op
'
(a) from S to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)) extends uniquely to any a 2 M1,1(!) , and
that Op
'
(a) is continuous from M p(!1) to M
p
(!2). In particular we recover Boulkhemair’s
result by letting ! D ! j D v D 1 and p D 2.
In Subsection 2.5 we consider more general Fourier integral operators, where we
assume that the amplitudes belong to coorbit spaces which, roughly speaking, are like
M p,q(!) for p, q 2 [1,1] in certain variables and like M1,1(!) in the other variables. (Note
here that M1,1(!) is contained in M
1,q
(!) in view of Proposition 1.1 in Section 1.) If
q  p, then we prove that such Fourier integral operators are continuous from M p
0
, p0
(!1)
to M p, p(!2). Furthermore, by interpolation between the latter result and our extension
of Boulkhemair’s result we prove that if q  min(p, p0), then these Fourier integral
operators belong to Ip(M2,2(!1), M2,2(!2)). Here Ip(H1, H2) denotes the set of Schatten–
von Neumann operators from the separable Hilbert space H1 to the separable Hilbert
space H2 of order p. This means that T 2 Ip(H1, H2) if and only if T is a linear
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and continuous operator from H1 to H2 which satisfy
kTkIp  sup
(∑
j(T f j , g j )H2 jp
)1=p
<1,
where the supremum should be taken over all orthonormal sequences ( f j ) in H1 and
(g j ) in H2.
In Section 3 we list some consequences of our general results in Section 2. For
example, assume that p, q 2 [1, 1], a(x , y,  ) D b(x ,  ), for some b 2 M p,q(!) (R2n),
and that
(0.6) jdet('00y, )j  d
holds for some constant d > 0. Then it follows from the results in Section 2 that if
q D p, then Op
'
(a) is continuous from M p0, p0(!1) to M
p, p
(!2). Furthermore, if in addition
(0.5) and q  min(p, p0) hold, then Op
'
(a) 2 Ip.
In the last part of Subsection 3.2 we present some consequences for Fourier inte-
gral operators with smooth symbols, and finally, in Subsection 3.3 we show how the re-
sults in Section 2 can be used to extend some results in [41, 43] on pseudo-differential
operators of the form (0.3).
1. Preliminaries
In this section we discuss basic properties for modulation spaces. The proofs are in
many cases omitted since they can be found in [12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 40, 41, 42].
We start by discussing some notations. The duality between a topological vector
space and its dual is denoted by h  ,  i. For admissible a and b in S 0(Rn), we set
(a, b) D ha, bi, and it is obvious that (  ,  ) on L2 is the usual scalar product.
Assume that B1 and B2 are topological spaces. Then B1 ,!B2 means that B1 is
continuously embedded in B2. In the case that B1 and B2 are Banach spaces, B1 ,!
B2 is equivalent to B1  B2 and kxkB2  CkxkB1 , for some constant C > 0 which
is independent of x 2 B1.
Let !, v 2 L1loc(Rn) be positive functions. Then ! is called v-moderate if
(1.1) !(x C y)  C!(x)v(y), x , y 2 Rn ,
for some constant C > 0, and if v in (1.1) can be chosen as a polynomial, then ! is
called polynomially moderated. Furthermore, v is called submultiplicative if (1.1) holds
for ! D v and v is even. In the sequel we always let v and v j for j 2 N stand for
submultiplicative functions, if nothing else is stated. We denote by P(Rn) the set of
all polynomially moderated functions on Rn .
Assume that !(x1, x2) 2 P(Rn1Cn2 ), where x j 2 Rn j for j D 1, 2. If !(x1, x2) D
!1(x1) for some !1 2 P(Rn1 ), then we identify ! with !1 and write !(x1) instead
of !1(x1), i.e. !(x1, x2) D !(x1). In such situations we sometimes consider ! as an
element in P(Rn1 ).
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1.1. Modulation spaces. Next we recall some properties on modulation spaces.
We remark that the definition of modulation spaces M p,q(!) (Rn), given in (0.1) for p, q 2
[1, 1], is independent of the choice of the window  2 S (Rn) n 0. (See Propos-
ition 1.1 below). For the short-time Fourier transform in (0.1) we note that the map
( f , ) 7! V

f is continuous from S (Rn)S (Rn) to S (R2n) which extends uniquely
to a continuous map from S 0(Rn) S 0(Rn) to S 0(R2n).
For convenience we set M p(!) D M
p, p
(!) . Furthermore we set M p,q D M
p,q
(!) if !  1.
The proof of the following proposition is omitted, since the results can be found
in [12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 40, 41, 42]. Here and in what follows, p0 2 [1, 1]
denotes the conjugate exponent of p 2 [1, 1], i.e. 1=pC 1=p0 D 1 should be fulfilled.
Proposition 1.1. Assume that p, q, p j , q j 2 [1,1] for j D 1, 2, and !,!1,!2, v 2
P(R2n) are such that ! is v-moderate and !2  C!1 for some constant C > 0. Then
the following are true:
(1) f 2 S 0(Rn) belongs to M p,q(!) (Rn) if and only if (0.1) holds for  2 M1(v)(Rn) n 0.
Moreover, M p,q(!) (Rn) is a Banach space under the norm in (0.1) and different choices
of  give rise to equivalent norms;
(2) if p1  p2 and q1  q2 then
S (Rn) ,! M p1,q1(!1) (Rn) ,! M
p2,q2
(!2) (Rn) ,! S 0(Rn)I
(3) the L2 product (  ,  ) on S (Rn) extends to a continuous map from M p,q(!) (Rn) 
M p
0
,q 0
(1=!)(Rn) to C. On the other hand, if kak D supj(a, b)j, where the supremum is taken
over all b 2S (Rn) such that kbkM p0 ,q0(1=!)  1, then kk and kkM p,q(!) are equivalent norms;
(4) if p, q < 1, then S (Rn) is dense in M p,q(!) (Rn) and the dual space of M p,q(!) (Rn)
can be identified with M p0,q 0(1=!)(Rn), through the form (  , )L2 . Moreover, S (Rn) is weakly
dense in M1(!)(Rn).
Proposition 1.1 (1) allows us be rather vague concerning the choice of  2 M1(v) n0
in (0.1). For example, if C > 0 is a constant and A is a subset of S 0, then kakM p,q(!) 
C for every a 2A , means that the inequality holds for some choice of  2 M1(v)n0 and
every a 2A . Evidently, a similar inequality is true for any other choice of  2 M1(v)n0,
with a suitable constant, larger than C if necessary.
It is also convenient to let Mp,q(!) (Rn) be the completion of S (Rn) under the norm
kkM p,q(!) . Then M
p,q
(!)  M
p,q
(!) with equality if and only if p <1 and q <1. It follows
that most of the properties which are valid for M p,q(!) (Rn), also hold for Mp,q(!) (Rn).
We also need to use multiplication properties of modulation spaces. The proof of
the following proposition is omitted since the result can be found in [14, 17, 41, 42].
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Proposition 1.2. Assume that p, p j , q j 2 [1, 1] and ! j , v 2 P(R2n), for j D
0, : : : , N , satisfy
1
p1
C    C
1
pN
D
1
p0
,
1
q1
C    C
1
qN
D N   1C
1
q0
,
and
!0(x , 1 C    C N )  C!1(x , 1)    !N (x , N ), x , 1, : : : , N 2 Rn ,
for some constant C. Then ( f1, : : : , fN ) 7! f1    fN from S (Rn)      S (Rn) to
S (Rn) extends uniquely to a continuous map from M p1,q1(!1) (Rn)      M pN ,qN(!N ) (Rn) to
M p0,q0(!0) (Rn), and
k f1    fNkM p0,q0(!0)  Ck f1kM p1,q1(!1)    k fNkM pN ,qN(!N )
for some constant C which is independent of f j 2 M p j ,q j(! j ) (Rn) for i D 1, : : : , N.
Furthermore, if u0 D 0 when p <1, v(x ,  ) D v( ) 2 P(Rn) is submultiplicative,
f 2 M p,1(v) (Rn), and ,  are entire functions on C with expansions
(z) D
1∑
kD0
uk z
k
,  (z) D
1∑
kD0
juk jz
k
,
then ( f ) 2 M p,1(v) (Rn), and
k( f )kM p,1(v)  C 
(
Ck f kM p,1(v)
)
,
for some constant C which is independent of f 2 M p,1(v) (Rn).
In the following remark we list some other properties for modulation spaces. Here
and in what follows we let hxi D (1C jx j2)1=2, when x 2 Rn .
REMARK 1.3. Assume that p, q, q1, q2 2 [1,1] and that !, v 2P(R2n) are such
that ! is v-moderate. Then the following properties for modulation spaces hold:
(1) if q1  min(p, p0), q2 max(p, p0) and !(x ,  ) D !(x), then M p,q1(!)  L p(!)  M p,q2(!) .
In particular, M2(!) D L2(!);
(2) if !(x ,  ) D !(x), then M p,q(!) (Rn) ,! C(Rn) if and only if q D 1;
(3) M1,1 is a convolution algebra which contains all measures on Rn with bounded
mass;
(4) if x0 2 Rn is fixed and !0( ) D !(x0,  ), then M p,q(!) \ E 0 D F Lq(!0) \ E 0. Here
F Lq(!0)(Rn) consists of all f 2 S 0(Rn) such that
k
Of !0kLq <1.
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Furthermore, if B is a ball with radius r and center at x0, then
C 1k Of kLq(!0)  k f kM p,q(!)  Ck Of kLq(!0) , f 2 E
0(B)
for some constant C which only depends on r , n, ! and the chosen window functions;
(5) if !(x ,  ) D !0(  , x), then the Fourier transform on S 0(Rn) restricts to a homeo-
morphism from M p(!0)(Rn) to M
p
(!)(Rn). In particular, if ! D !0, then M p(!) is invariant
under the Fourier transform. Similar facts hold for partial Fourier transforms;
(6) for each x ,  2 Rn we have
keih,i f (    x)kM p,q(!)  Cv(x ,  )k f kM p,q(!) ,
for some constant C ;
(7) if Q!(x ,  ) D !(x ,   ) then f 2 M p,q(!) if and only if Nf 2 M p,q( Q!) ;
(8) if s 2 R and !(x ,  ) D his , then M2(!) agrees with H 2s , the Sobolev space of
distributions with s derivatives in L2. That is, H 2s consists of all f 2 S 0 such that
F
 1(h  is Of ) 2 L2. If instead !(x ,  ) D hxis , then M2(!) agrees with L2s , the set of all
f 2 L1loc such that h  is f 2 L2.
See e.g. [12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 22, 33, 42].
For future references we note that the constant C in Remark 1.3 (4) is independent
of the center of the ball B.
In our investigations we need the following characterization of modulation spaces.
Proposition 1.4. Let fx

g
2I be a lattice in Rn , B D x C B where B  Rn is
an open ball, and assume that f

2 E
0(B

) for every  2 I . Also assume that p, q 2
[1, 1]. Then the following is true:
(1) if
(1.2) f D
∑
2I
f

and F( ) 
(∑
2I
j
Of

( )!(x

,  )jp
)1=p
2 Lq (Rn),
then f 2 M p,q(!) , and f 7! kFkLq defines a norm on M p,q(!) which is equivalent to kkM p,q(!)
in (0.1);
(2) if in addition ⋃

B

D Rn ,  2 C10 (B) satisfies
∑

(    x

) D 1, f 2 M p,q(!) (Rn),
and f

D f (    x

), then f

2 E
0(B

) and (1.2) is fulfilled.
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Proof. (1) Assume that  2 C10 (Rn) n 0 is real-valued and fixed. Since there is
a bound of overlapping supports of f

, we obtain
jV

f (x ,  )!(x ,  )j D jF ( f (    x))( )!(x ,  )j

∑
jF ( f

(    x))( )!(x ,  )j
 C
(∑
jF ( f

(    x))( )!(x ,  )jp
)1=p
,
for some constant C . From the support properties of  , and the fact that ! is v-
moderate for some v 2 P(R2n), it follows that
jF ( f

(    x))( )!(x ,  )j  CjF ( f

(    x))( )!(x

,  )j,
for some constant C independent of . Hence, for some balls B 0 and B 0

D x

C B 0,
we get (∫
Rn
jF ( f (    x))( )!(x ,  )jp dx
)1=p
 C
(∑

∫
B 0

jF ( f

(    x))( )!(x

,  )jp dx
)1=p
 C 0
(∑

∫
B 0

(j Of

!(x

,  )j  j Ov(0,  )j( ))p dx
)1=p
 C 00
(∑

(j Of

!(x

,  )j  j Ov(0,  )j( ))p
)1=p
 C 00F  j Ov(0,  )j( ),
for some constants C , C 0 and C 00. Here the last estimate follows from Minkowski’s
inequality. By applying the Lq -norm and using Young’s inequality we get
k f kM p,q(!)  C 00kF  j Ov(0,  )jkLq  C 00kFkLqk Ov(0,  )kL1 .
Since we have assumed that F 2 Lq , it follows that k f kM p,q(!) is finite. By similar argu-
ments we get kFkLq  Ck f kM p,q(!) for some constant C . This proves (1).
The assertion (2) follows immediately from the general theory of modulation spaces.
(See e.g. Chapter 12 in [22].) The proof is complete.
Next we discuss (complex) interpolation properties for modulation spaces. Such
properties were carefully investigated in [14] for classical modulation spaces, and there-
after extended in several directions in [18], where interpolation properties for coorbit
spaces were established, see also Subsection 1.2. The following proposition is an im-
mediate consequence of Theorem 4.7 in [17].
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Proposition 1.5. Assume that 0 <  < 1, p j , q j 2 [1, 1] and that ! j 2 P(R2n)
for j D 0, 1, 2 satisfy
1
p0
D
1   
p1
C

p2
,
1
q0
D
1   
q1
C

q2
and !0 D !1 1 !2 .
Then (
M
p1,q1
(!1) (Rn), M
p2,q2
(!2) (Rn)
)
[] DM
p0,q0
(!0) (Rn),
and (
M p1,q1(!0) (Rn), M
p2,q2
(!0) (Rn)
)
[] D M
p0,q0
(!0) (Rn).
Next we recall some facts in Section 2 in [44] on narrow convergence. For any
f 2 S 0(Rn), ! 2 P(R2n),  2 S (Rn) and p 2 [1, 1], we set
H f ,!, p( ) D
(∫
Rn
jV

f (x ,  )!(x ,  )jp dx
)1=p
.
DEFINITION 1.6. Assume that f , f j 2 M p,q(!) (Rn), j D 1, 2, : : : . Then f j is said to
converge narrowly to f (with respect to p, q 2 [1,1],  2S (Rn)n0 and ! 2P(R2n)),
if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) f j ! f in S 0(Rn) as j tends to 1;
(2) H f j ,!, p( ) ! H f ,!, p( ) in Lq (Rn) as j tends to 1.
REMARK 1.7. Assume that f , f1, f2, : : : 2S 0(Rn) satisfies (1) in Definition 1.6,
and assume that  2 Rn . Then it follows from Fatou’s lemma that
lim inf
j!1
H f j ,!, p( )  H f ,!, p( )
and
lim inf
j!1
k f jkM p,q(!)  k f kM p,q(!) .
The following proposition is important to us later on. We omit the proof since the
result is a restatement of Proposition 2.3 in [44].
Proposition 1.8. Assume that p, q 2 [1, 1] with q <1 and that ! 2 P(R2n).
Then C10 (Rn) is dense in M p,q(!) (Rn) with respect to the narrow convergence.
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1.2. Coorbit spaces of modulation space types. Next we discuss a family of
Banach spaces of time-frequency type which contains the modulation spaces. Certain
types of these Banach spaces are used as symbol classes for Fourier integral operators
which are considered in Subsection 2.5. (Cf. the introduction.) After submitting the
paper, we got knowledge that our coorbit spaces may be, in a broader context, con-
sidered as modulation spaces (cf. [16]).
Assume that V j and W j for j D 1, : : : , 4 are vector spaces of dimensions n j and
m j respectively such that
(1.3) V1  V2 D V3  V4 D Rn , W1  W2 D W3  W4 D Rm .
We let the euclidean structure in V j and W j be inherited from Rn and Rm respectively.
For convenience we use the notations
V D (V1, : : : , V4), W D (W1, : : : , W4), and p D (p, q, r , s),
for quadruples of vector spaces and the numbers p, q, r , s 2 [1, 1], and we set
Lp(V )  Ls(V4I Lr (V3I Lq (V2I L p(V1)))).
Finally, if ! 2 P(R2n), then we let Lp(!)(V ) be the Banach space which consists of
all F 2 L1loc(R2n) such that F! 2 Lp(V ). This means that Lp(!)(V ) is the set of all
F 2 L1loc(R2n) such that
kFkLp(!)(V ) 
(∫
V4
(∫
V3
(∫
V2
(∫
V1
jF(x ,  )!(x ,  )jp dx1
)q=p
dx2
)r=q
d1
)s=r
d2
)1=s
is finite (with obvious modifications when one or more of p, q, r , s are equal to in-
finity). Here dx1, dx2, d1 and d2 denote the Lebesgue measure in V1, V2, V3 and V4
respectively.
Next, for  2 S (Rn) n 0, we let p(!)(V ) be the coorbit space which consists of
all f 2 S 0(Rn) such that V

f 2 Lp(!)(V ), i.e.
(1.4) k f k

p
(!)(V )  kV f kLp(!)(V ) <1.
We note that if p D q and r D s, then p(!)(V ) agrees with the modulation space M p,r(!) .
On the other hand, if p ¤ q or r ¤ s, then p(!)(V ) is not a modulation space on such
form. A more general definition of coorbit spaces can be found in [17, 18], where such
spaces were introduced and briefly investigated.
The most of the properties for modulation spaces stated in Proposition 1.1 and Re-
mark 1.3 carry over to p(!) spaces. For example the analysis in [22] shows that the
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following result holds. Here we use the convention
p1  p2 when p j D (p j , q j , r j , s j ) and p1  p2, q1  q2, r1  r2, s1  s2,
and
t1  p  t2 when p D (p, q, r , s), t1, t2 2 [1, 1] and t1  p, q, r , s  t2.
Proposition 1.9. Assume that p, p j 2 [1, 1] for j D 1, 2, and !, !1, !2, v 2
P(R2n) are such that ! is v-moderate and !2  C!1 for some constant C > 0. Then
the following are true:
(1) if  2 M1(v)(Rn) n 0, then f 2 p(!)(V ) if and only if (1.4) holds, i.e. p(!)(V ) is
independent of the choice of  . Moreover, p(!)(V ) is a Banach space under the norm
in (1.4), and different choices of  give rise to equivalent norms;
(2) if p1  p2 then
S (Rn) ,! p1(!1)(V ) ,! 
p2
(!2)(V ) ,! S 0(Rn).
Later on we also need the following observation.
Proposition 1.10. Assume that (x , y) 2 V1  V2 D Rn0Cn with dual variables
( , ) 2 V4  V3, where V1 D V4 D Rn0 and V2 D V3 D Rn . Also assume that f 2
S
0(Rn), f0 2 S 0(Rn0Cn), ! 2 P(R2n) and !0 2 P(R2(n0Cn)) satisfy
f0(x , y) D f (y) (in S 0(Rn0Cn))
and
!0(x , y,  , ) D !(y, )hit
for some t 2 R, and that p, q 2 [1, 1]. Then f 2 M p,q(!) (Rn) if and only if f0 2

p
(!0)(Rn0Cn) and p D (1, p, q, 1), with V D (V1, V2, V3, V4).
Proof. Let 0 D 1 
 , where 1 2 S (Rn0 ) and  2 S (Rn). By straightforward
computations it follows that
(1.5) jV
0 f0(x , y,  , )!0(x , y,  , )j D jV f (y, )!(y, )j j O1( )hit j.
Since j O1( )jhit turns rapidly to zero at infinity, the result follows by applying the
Lp(V )-norm on (1.5).
Since interpolation properties for coorbit spaces are important to us, we next recall
some of these properties. By Corollary 4.6 in [17] it follows that p(!)(V ) is homeo-
morphic to a retract of Lp(!)(V ). This implies that the interpolation properties of Lp(!)(V )
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spaces carry over to p(!)(V ) spaces. (Cf. Theorem 4.7 in [17].) Furthermore, since the
map f 7! !  f defines a homeomorphism from Lp(!)(V ) to Lp(V ), it follows that Lp(!)(V )
has the same interpolation properties as Lp(V ). From these observations together with
the fact that the proof of Theorem 5.6.3 in [2] shows that
(L p1 (RnIB1), L p2 (RnIB2))[] D L p(RnIB),
when p, p1, p2 2 [1, 1], B D (B1, B2)[] and 1p D
1   
p1
C

p2
,
it follows that the following result is an immediate consequence of Theorems 4.4.1
and 5.1.1 [2]. The second part is also a consequence of Corollary 4.6 in [17] and
certain results in [26]. Here we use the convention
1
p
D
(
1
p
,
1
q
,
1
r
,
1
s
)
when p D (p, q, r , s).
Proposition 1.11. Assume that V j  Rn and W j  Rm for j D 1, : : : , 4 are vector
spaces such that (1.3) holds, p j , q j 2 [1, 1]4 for j D 0, 1, 2 satisfy
1
p0
D
1   
p1
C

p2
,
1
q0
D
1   
q1
C

q2
,
for some  2 [0, 1]. Also assume that !,! j 2P(R2n j ) for j D 1, 2. Then the following
is true:
(1) the complex interpolation space (p1(!)(V ), p2(!)(V ))[] is equal to p(!)(V );
(2) if T is a linear and continuous operator from p1(!1)(V )C
p2
(!1)(V ) to 
q1
(!2)(W )C

q2
(!2)(W ), which restricts to a continuous map from 
p j
(!1)(V ) to 
q j
(!2)(W ) for j D 1, 2,
then T restricts to a continuous mapping from p0(!1)(V ) to 
q0
(!2)(W ).
1.3. Schatten–von Neumann classes and pseudo-differential operators. Next
we recall some facts in Chapter XVIII in [24] concerning pseudo-differential operators.
Assume that a 2 S (R2n), and that t 2 R is fixed. Then the pseudo-differential oper-
ator at (x , D) in (0.4) is a linear and continuous operator on S (Rn), as remarked in
the introduction. For general a 2 S 0(R2n), the pseudo-differential operator at (x , D) is
defined as the continuous operator from S (Rn) to S 0(Rn) with distribution kernel
(1.6) K t ,a(x , y) D (2) n=2(F 12 a)((1   t)x C t y, y   x),
where F2 F is the partial Fourier transform of F(x , y) 2 S 0(R2n) with respect to the
y-variable. This definition makes sense, since the mappings F2 and F(x , y) 7! F((1 
t)xC t y, y x) are homeomorphisms on S 0(R2n). Moreover, it agrees with the operator
in (0.4) when a 2 S (R2n).
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We recall that for any t 2 R fixed, it follows from the kernel theorem by Schwartz that
the map a 7! at (x , D) is bijective from S 0(R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)) (see e.g. [24]).
In particular, if a 2 S 0(R2n) and s, t 2 R, then there is a unique b 2 S 0(R2n) such that
as(x , D) D bt (x , D). By straightforward applications of Fourier’s inversion formula, it
follows that
(1.7) as(x , D) D bt (x , D)  b(x ,  ) D ei(t s)hDx , D ia(x ,  ).
(Cf. Section 18.5 in [24].)
Next we recall some facts on Schatten–von Neumann operators and pseudo-
differential operators (cf. the introduction).
For each pairs of separable Hilbert spaces H1 and H2, the set Ip(H1, H2) is
a Banach space which increases with p 2 [1, 1], and if p <1, then Ip(H1, H2) is
contained in the set of compact operators. Furthermore, I1(H1, H2), I2(H1, H2) and
I
1
(H1, H2) agree with the set of trace-class operators, Hilbert–Schmidt operators and
continuous operators respectively, with the same norms.
Next we discuss complex interpolation properties of Schatten–von Neumann classes.
Let p, p1, p2 2 [1, 1] and let 0    1. Then similar complex interpolation properties
hold for Schatten–von Neumann classes as for Lebesgue spaces, i.e. it holds
(1.8) Ip D (Ip1 , Ip2 )[], when
1
p
D
1   
p1
C

p2
.
(Cf. [34].) Furthermore, by Theorem 2.c.6 in [25] and its proof, together with the re-
mark which followed that theorem, it follows that the real interpolation property
(1.9) Ip D (I2, I1) , p, when  D 1   2p
holds. We refer to [34, 43] for a brief discussion of Schatten–von Neumann operators.
For any t 2 R and p 2 [1, 1], let st , p(!1, !2) be the set of all a 2 S 0(R2n) such
that at (x , D) 2 Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)). Also set
kakst , p D kakst , p(!1,!2)  kat (x , D)kIp(M2(!1), M2(!2))
when at (x , D) is continuous from M2(!1) to M2(!2). Since a 7! at (x , D) is a bijective map
from S 0(R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)), it follows that the map a 7! at (x , D) restricts to
an isometric bijection from st , p(!1, !2) to Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)).
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Proposition 1.12. Assume that p, q1, q2 2 [1, 1] are such that q1  min(p, p0)
and q2  max(p, p0). Also assume that !1, !2 2 P(R2n) and !, !0 2 P(R4n) satisfy
(1.10) !2(x   t y,  C (1   t))
!1(x C (1   t)y,    t)
D !(x ,  , , y)
and
(1.11) !0(x , y,  , ) D !((1   t)x C t y, t   (1   t),  C , y   x).
Then the following is true:
(1) M p,q1(!) (R2n)  st , p(!1, !2)  M p,q2(!) (R2n);
(2) the operator kernel K of at (x , D) belongs to M p(!0)(R2n) if and only if a 2 M
p
(!)(R2n)
and for some constant C , which only depends on t and the involved weight functions, it
holds kKkM p(!0) D CkakM
p
(!)
We note that (1.10) and (1.11) are equivalent to
!(x ,  , , y) D !0(x   t y, x C (1   t)y,  C (1   t), t    ) and
!2(x ,  )
!1(y,  )
 C!0(x , y,  , ).
(1.12)
Proof. The assertion (1) is a restatement of Theorem 4.13 in [45]. The assertion
(2) follows by similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 4.8 in [45], which we
recall here. Let  ,  2 S (R2n) be such that
 (x , y) D
∫
Rn
((1   t)x C t y,  )eihy x ,i d .
By applying the Fourier inversion formula it follows by straightforward computations that
jF (K (x t y,xC(1 t)y) )( C (1   t),   C t)j D jF (a(x , ))(, y)j.
The result now follows by applying the L p(!) norm on these expressions, and using (1.12).
We also need the following proposition on continuity of linear operators with ker-
nels in modulation spaces.
Proposition 1.13. Assume that p 2 [1,1], ! j 2P(R2n j ), for j D 1, 2, and !0 2
P(R2n1C2n2 ) fulfill for some positive constant C
(1.13) !2(x ,  )
!1(y,  )
 C!0(x , y,  , ).
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Assume moreover that K 2 M p(!0)(Rn1Cn2 ) and T is the linear and continuous map from
S (Rn1 ) to S 0(Rn2 ) defined by
(1.14) (T f )(x) D hK (x ,  ), f i
when f 2 S (Rn1 ). Then T extends uniquely to a continuous map from M p0(!1)(Rn1 ) to
M p(!2)(Rn2 ).
On the other hand, assume that T is a linear continuous map from M1(!1)(Rn1 )
to M1(!2)(Rn2 ), and that equality is attained in (1.13). Then there is a unique kernel
K 2 M1(!0)(Rn1Cn2 ) such that (1.14) holds for every M1(!1)(Rn1 ).
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 (3) and duality, it suffices to prove that for some con-
stant C independent of f 2 S (Rn1 ) and g 2 S (Rn2 ), it holds:
j(K , g 
 Nf )j  CkKkM p(!0)kgkM p0(1=!2)k f kM p0(!1) .
Let !3(x ,  ) D !1(x ,   ). Then by straightforward calculation and using Remark 1.3
(7) we get
j(K , g 
 Nf )j  C1kKkM p(!0)kg 
 Nf kM p0(1=!)  C2kKkM p(!0)kgkM p0(1=!2)k
Nf kM p0(!3)
 CkKkM p(!0)kgkM p
0
(1=!2)
k f kM p0(!1) .
The last part of the proposition concerning the converse property in the case p D1
is a restatement of Proposition 4.7 in [45] on generalization of Feichtinger–Gröchenig’s
kernel theorem.
2. Continuity properties of Fourier integral operators
In this section we discuss Fourier integral operators with amplitudes in modula-
tion spaces, or more generally in certain types of coorbit spaces. In Subsection 2.3 we
extend Theorem 3.2 in [4] to more general modulation spaces.
2.1. Notation and general assumptions. In the most general situation, we as-
sume that the phase function ' and the amplitude a depend on x 2 Rn2 , y 2 Rn1 and
 2 Rm , with dual variables respectively  2 Rn2 ,  2 Rn1 and z 2 Rm . For convenience
we use the notation:
(2.1) N D n1 C n2 and X D (x , y,  ) 2 Rn2  Rn1  Rm ' RNCm .
In order to state the results in Subsection 2.5 we let V1 be a linear subspace of RNCm
of dimension N , V2 D V?1 , and let V 0j ' V j be the dual of V j for j D 1, 2. Also let
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any element X D (x , y,  ) 2 RNCm and ( , , z) 2 RNCm be written as
(x , y,  ) D t1e1 C    C t N eN C %1eNC1 C    C %meNCm
 (t, %) D (t, %)V1V2 ,
and
( , , z) D  1e1 C    C  N eN C u1eNC1    C umeNCm
 ( , u) D ( , u)V 01V 02 ,
for some orthonormal basis e1, : : : , eNCm in RNCm . We also let F 0

denote the gradient
of F 2 C1(RNCm) with respect to the basis eNC1, : : : , eNCm .
In general we assume that the involved weight functions !, v 2P(RNCm RNCm),
!0 2 P(R2N ) and !1, !2 2 P(R2n j ) and the phase function ' 2 C(RNCm) fulfill the
following conditions:
(1) v is submultiplicative and satisfies
(2.2)
v(X ,  , , z) D v( , , z) and v(t  )  Cv,
X 2 RNCm ,  2 Rn2 ,  2 Rn1 , z 2 Rm ,
for some constant C which is independent of t 2 [0, 1]. In particular, v(X ,  , , z) is
constant with respect to X 2 RNCm ;
(2) ' 2 C(RNCm) and '() 2 M1,1(v) (RNCm) for all indices  such that jj D 2;
(3) there exist some constants C , C1 and C2 which are independent of
X D (x , y,  ) 2 RNCm ,  , 1, 2 2 Rn2 , , 1, 2 2 Rn1 , z1, z2 2 Rm
such that
(2.3)
!2(x ,  )
!1(y,  )
 C1!0(x , y,  , )  C2!(X ,    '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )),
!(X , 1 C 2, 1 C 2, z1 C z2)  C!(X , 1, 1, z1)v(2, 2, z2).
We note that the assumptions in (2) imply that the phase function ' belongs to
C2(RNCm) and is bounded by second order polynomials, since the condition that v is
submultiplicative implies that '00 2 M1,1(v)  M1,1  C \ L1.
It is also convenient to set
Ea,!(t, %,  , u) D jVa(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j,
Ea,!(x , y, u) D sup
 ,
Ea,!(t, %,  , u),
when a 2 S 0(RNCm). Here u 2 V 02 and the supremum should be taken over  2 Rm
and  2 V 01.
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2.2. The continuity assertions. In most of our investigations we consider Fourier
integral operators Op
'
(a) where the amplitudes a belong to appropriate Banach spaces
which are defined in similar way as certain types of coorbit spaces in Subsection 1.3,
and that the phase function ' should satisfy the conditions in Subsection 2.1. In this
context we list now the statements which will be proved in the following under appro-
priate assumptions on a, '. Here the definition of admissible pairs (a, ') is presented
in Subsection 2.5 below.
(i) the pair (a, ') is admissible, the kernel Ka,' of Op
'
(a) belongs to M p(!0), and
kKa,'kM p(!0)  Cd
 1 exp
(
k'
00
kM1,1(v)
)
kak,
for some constant C which is independent of a 2 S 0(RNCm) and ' 2 C(RNCm);
(ii) the definition of Op
'
(a) extends uniquely to a continuous operator from M p0(!1)(Rn1 )
to M p(!2)(Rn2 ). Furthermore, for some constant C it holds
kOp
'
(a)kM p0(!1)!M p(!2)  Cd
 1 exp
(
k'
00
kM1,1(v)
)
kakI
(iii) if in addition 1  p  2, then Op
'
(a) 2 Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)).
2.3. Reformulation of Fourier integral operators in terms of short time Fourier
transforms. For each real-valued ' 2 C(RNCm) which satisfies (2) in Subsection 2.1,
and a 2 S (RNCm), it follows that the Fourier integral operator f 7! Op
'
(a) f in (0.2)
is well-defined and makes sense as a continuous operator from S (Rn1 ) to S 0(Rn2 ),
that is
(Op
'
(a) f , g) D (2) N=2
∫
RNCm
a(X )ei'(X ) f (y)g(x) d X ,
is well-defined when f 2 S (Rn1 ) and g 2 S (Rn2 ). In order to extend the definition
we reformulate the latter relation in terms of short-time Fourier transforms.
Assume that 0   ,  2 C10 (RNCm) and 0   j 2 C10 (Rn j ) for j D 1, 2 are such
that   1 in the support of  ,
∫ ∫ ∫
(x , y,  )1(x)2(x) dx dy d D 1,
and let X1 D (x1, y1, 1) 2 RNCm . By straightforward computations we get
(2)N=2(Op
'
(a) f , g)
D
∫
RNCm
a(X ) f (y)g(x)ei'(X ) d X
D
∫ ∫
R2(NCm)
a(X C X1)(X1)2 f (y C y1)1(y1)g(x C x1)2(x1)ei (X1)'(XCX1) d X d X1.
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Then Parseval’s formula gives
(2)N=2(Op
'
(a) f , g)
D
∫∫ ∫ ∫
R2(NCm)
F(X ,  , , 1)F ( f (y C  )1)( )F (g(x C  )2)( ) d X d d d1
D
∫∫ ∫ ∫
R2(NCm)
F(X ,  , , 1)V1 f (y,  )V2 g(x ,  )e i(hx ,iChy,i) d X d d d1
D
∫∫ ∫
R2NCm
(∫
Rm
F(X ,  , , 1) d1
)
V
1 f (y,  )V2 g(x ,  )e i(hx ,iChy,i) d X d d,
where
F(X ,  , , 1) D F1,2(ei (,1)'(XC(,1))a(X C (  , 1))(  , 1)2)( , ).
Here F1,2a denotes the partial Fourier transform of a(x , y,  ) with respect to the x and
y variables.
By Taylor’s formula it follows that
 (X1)'(X C X1) D  (X1) 1, X (X1)C  2, X (X1),
where
(2.4)
 1, X (X1) D '(X )C h'0(X ), X1i and
 2, X (X1) D  (X1)
∫ 1
0
(1   t)h'00(X C t X1)X1, X1i dt .
Inserting these expressions into the definition of F(X ,  , , 1), and integrating with
respect to the 1-variable we obtain∫
Rm
F(X ,  , , 1) d1
D (2)m=2F ((ei 2, X)a(  C X ))(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X ))
D (2)N=2Ha,'(X ,  , ),
where
(2.5)
Ha,'(X ,  , ) D hX  (F (a(  C X )))(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X ))
and hX D (2) (N m=2)(F (ei 2, X)).
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Note here that the convolution of the function
(X ,  , , z) 7! F (a(  C X )))( , , z)
should be taken with respect to the variables  ,  and z only.
Summing up we have proved that
(2.6)
(Op
'
(a) f , g)
D Ta,'( f , g)

∫ ∫ ∫
Ha,'(X ,  , )(V0 f )(y,  )(V0 g)(x ,  )e i(hx ,iChy,i) d X d d.
2.4. An extension of a result by Boulkhemair. Next we consider Fourier in-
tegral operators with amplitudes in the modulation space M1,1(!) (R2nCm), where we are
able to state and prove the announced generalization of Theorem 3.2 in [5]. Here we
assume that n1 D n2 D n which implies that N D 2n.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that 1 < p <1, ' 2 C(R2nCm), !, v 2 P(R2(NCm)) and
!1, !2 2 P(R2n) fulfill the conditions in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that (0.5) holds
for some d > 0. Then the following is true:
(1) the map a 7! Op
'
(a) from S (R2nCm) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)) extends uniquely to
a continuous map from M1,1(!) (R2nCm) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn));
(2) if a 2 M1,1(!) (R2nCm), then the map Op'(a) from S (Rn) to S 0(Rn) extends uniquely
to a continuous operator from M p(!1)(Rn) to M p(!2)(Rn). Moreover, for some constant C
it holds
(2.7) kOp
'
(a)kM p(!1)!M p(!2)  Cd
 1
kakM1,1(!)
exp
(
Ck'00kM1,1(v)
)
.
The proof needs some preparing lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that v(x ,  ) D v( ) 2 P(Rn) is submultiplicative and satis-
fies v(t )  Cv( ) for some constant C which is independent of t 2 [0, 1] and  2 Rn .
Also assume that f 2 M1,1(v) (Rn),  2 C10 (Rn) and that x 2 Rn , and let
'x , j ,k(y) D (y)
∫ 1
0
(1   t) f (x C t y)y j yk dt .
Then there is a constant C and a function g 2 M1(v)(Rn) such that kgkM1(v)  Ck f kM1,1(v)
and jF ('x , j ,k)( )j  Og( ).
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Proof. We first prove the assertion when  is replaced by  0(y) D e 2jyj2 . For
convenience we let
 1(y) D e jyj2
and
 2(y) D ejyj2
and
H
1, f ( )  sup
x
jF ( f  1(    x))( )j.
We claim that g, defined by
(2.8) Og( ) D
∫ 1
0
∫
Rn
(1   t)H
1, f ()e j tj2=16 d dt ,
fulfills the required properties.
In fact, if v1( , x) D v(x ,  ) D v( ), then by applying M1(v) norm on g, and using
Remark 1.3 (6), (7) and Minkowski’s inequality, we obtain
kgkM1(v) D k OgkM1(v1) D
∥∥∥∥
∫ 1
0
∫
Rn
(1   t)H
1, f ()e j tj2=16 d dt
∥∥∥∥
M1(v1)

∫ 1
0
∫
Rn
(1   t)H
1, f ()ke j   tj2=16kM1(v1) d dt
 C1
∫ 1
0
∫
Rn
(1   t)H
1, f ()ke j  j2=16kM1(v1)v(t) d dt
 C2
∫ 1
0
∫
Rn
(1   t)H
1, f ()v()ke j  j2=16kM1(v1) d dt
D C3kH1, f vkL1 D C3k f kM1,1(v) ,
for some constants C1, C2 and C3.
In order to prove that jF ('x , j ,k)( )j  Og( ), we let  (y) D  j ,k(y) D y j yk 0(y).
Then
'x , j ,k(y) D  (y)
∫ 1
0
(1   t) f (x C t y) dt .
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By a change of variables we obtain
(2.9)
jF ('x , j ,k)( )j D
∣∣∣∣(2 n=2)
∫ 1
0
(1   t)
(∫
Rn
f (x C t y) (y)e ihy,i dy
)
dt
∣∣∣∣
D
∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
t n(1   t)F ( f  ((    x)=t))(=t)eihx ,i=t dt
∣∣∣∣

∫ 1
0
t n(1   t) sup
x2Rn
jF ( f  ((    x)=t))(=t)j dt .
We need to estimate the right-hand side. By straightforward computations we get
jF ( f  ((    x)=t))( )j
 (2) n=2(jF ( f  1(    x))j  jF ( ((    x)=t) 2(    x))j)( )
D (2) n=2(jF ( f  1(    x))j  jF ( (  =t) 2)j)( )
where the convolutions should be taken with respect to the  -variable only. Then
(2.10) jF ( f  ((    x)=t))( )j  (2) n=2(H
1, f  jF ( (  =t) 2)j)( ).
For the estimate of the latter Fourier transform we observe that
(2.11) jF ( (  =t) 2)j D j jkF ( 0(  =t)  2)j.
Since  0 and  2 are Gauss functions and 0  t  1, a straightforward computation
gives
(2.12) F ( 0(  =t) 2)( ) D n=2tn(2   t2) n=2e t2j j2=(4(2 t2)).
Thus a combination of (2.11) and (2.12) therefore give
(2.13) jF ( (  =t)  2)( )j  Ctne t2j j2=16,
for some constant C which is independent of t 2 [0, 1]. The assertion now follows by
combining (2.8)–(2.10) and (2.13).
In order to prove the result for general  2 C10 (Rn) we set
hx , j ,h(y) D  0(y)
∫ 1
0
(1   t) f (x C t y)y j yk dt ,
and we observe that the result is already proved when 'x , j ,k is replaced by hx , j ,h .
Moreover 'x , j ,k D 1hx , j ,k , for some 1 2 C10 (Rn). Hence if Og0 is equal to the right-
hand side of (2.8), the first part of the proof shows that
jF ('x , j ,k)( )j D jF (1hx , j ,k( ))j  (2) n=2jb1j  Og0( )  Og( ).
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Since kg0kM1(v)  Ck f kM1,1(v) and M
1
(v1)  L
1
(v)  M1(v1), we get for some positive constants
C1, C2 and C3 that
kgkM1(v)  C1k OgkM1(v1)  C2kb1kL1(v)k Og0kM1(v1)  C3k f kM1,1(v) ,
which proves the result.
As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we have the following result.
Lemma 2.3. Assume that v(x ,  ) D v( ) 2 P(Rn) is submultiplicative and satis-
fies v(t )  Cv( ) for some constant C which is independent of t 2 [0, 1] and  2 Rn .
Also assume that f j ,k 2 M1,1(v) (Rn) for j , k D 1, : : : , n,  2 C10 (Rn) and that x 2 Rn ,
and let
'x (y) D
∑
j ,kD1,:::,n
'x , j ,k(y), where 'x , j ,k(y) D (y)
∫ 1
0
(1   t) f j ,k(x C t y)y j yk dt .
Then there is a constant C and a function 9 2 M1(v)(Rn) such that
k9kM1(v)  exp
(
C sup
j ,k
k f j ,kkM1,1(v)
)
and
(2.14) jF (exp(i'x )( ))j  (2)n=2Æ0 C O9( ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we may find a function g 2 M1(v) and a constant C > 0
such that
jF ('x )( )j  Og( ), kgkM1(v)  C supj ,k
(
k f j ,kkM1,1(v)
)
.
Set
80,x D (2)n=2Æ0, 8l,x D jF ('x )j      jF ('x )j, l  1,
70 D (2)n=2Æ0, O7l D Og      Og, l  1,
with l factors in the convolutions. Then by Taylor expansion, there are positive con-
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stants C1 and C2 such that
jF (exp(i'x (  ))( ))j 
1∑
lD0
C l18l,x
l!

1∑
lD0
C l2 O7l
l!
.
Hence, if
9 
1∑
lD1
C l27l
l!
,
then (2.14) follows with C D C2. Furthermore, since v is submultiplicative, it follows
from Proposition 1.2 that
k7lkM1(v) D (2)
(l 1)n=2
kg    gkM1(v) 
(
C1kgkM1(v)
)l
, l  1,
for some positive constant C1. This gives
k9kM1(v) 
1∑
lD1
k7lkM1(v)
l!

1∑
lD1
(C1kgkM1(v) )l
l!

1∑
lD1
(
C2 sup j ,k
(
k f j ,kkM1,1(v)
))l
l!
 exp
(
C2 sup
j ,k
k f j ,kkM1,1(v)
)
,
for some constants C1 and C2, and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall mainly follow the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [5].
First assume that a 2 C10 (R2nCm) and f , g 2 S (Rn). Then it follows that Op'(a)
makes sense as a continuous operator from S to S 0. Since
jF (ei92, X)j  (2) nCm=2jF (ei92, X )j  j O j, jF (a(  C X ))j D jV

a(X ,  )j
and M1(v1)  L
1
(v), it follows from Remark 1.3 (5) and Lemma 2.3 that
(2.15) jHa,'(X ,  , )j  C(G  jVa(X ,  )j)(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )),
where G 2 L1(v) satisfies kGkL1(v)  C exp(Ck'00kM1,1(v) ), since j O j turns rapidly to zero
at infinity. Here Ha,' is the same as in (2.5), v1( , x) D v( ), and the convolution for
V

a(X ,  , , z) should be taken with respect to the variables  ,  and z only.
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Next we set
(2.16)
Ea,!(X ,  , , z) D jVa(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j,
QEa,!( , , z) D sup
X
Ea,!(X ,  , , z),
F1(y, ) D jV1 f (y, )!1(y, )j,
F2(x ,  ) D jV2 g(x ,  )=!2(x ,  )j,
and
(2.17) Qa,!(X,  ) D Ea,!(X ,    '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )),
and
(2.18) Ra,!,'(X,  ) D ((Gv)  Ea,!(X ,  ))(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )),
where
X D (x , y,  ) and X D (x , y,  , ).
Note here the difference between X and X. By combining (2.3) with (2.15) we get∫ ∫ ∫
jHa,'(X ,  , )(V1 f )(y,  )(V2 g)(x ,  )j d X d d
 C1
∫ ∫ ∫
(G  jV

a(X ,  )j)(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X ))
 j(V
1 f )(y,  )(V2 g)(x ,  )j d X d d
 C2
∫ ∫ ∫
Ra,!,'(X,  )F1(y,  )F2(x ,  ) d X d d.
Summing up we have proved that
(2.19) j(Op
'
(a) f , g)j  C
∫ ∫ ∫
Ra,!,'(X,  )F1(y,  )F2(x ,  ) d X d d.
It follows from (2.16), (2.18), (2.19) and Hölder’s inequality that
(2.20) j(Op
'
(a) f , g)j  C J1  J2,
where
J1 D
(∫∫∫
(Gv)  QEa,!(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X ))F1(y,  )p d X d d
)1=p
,
J2 D
(∫∫∫
(Gv)  QEa,!(   '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X ))F2(x ,  )p
0 d X d d
)1=p0
.
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We have to estimate J1 and J2. By taking z D '0

(X ), 0 D '0y(X ), y,  and  as new
variables of integrations, and using (0.5), it follows that
J1 
(
d 1
∫∫ ∫
(Gv)  QEa,!(   1(y, z, 0),    0, z)F1(y,  )p dy dz d d d0
)1=p
D
(
d 1
∫ ∫ ∫
(Gv)  QEa,!( , 0, z)F1(y,  )p dy dz d d d0
)1=p
D d 1=pk(Gv)  QEa,!k1=pL1 kF1kL p ,
for some continuous function 1. It follows from Young’s inequality and (2.3) that
k(Gv)  QEa,!kL1  kGkL1(v)k QEa,!kL1 .
Hence
(2.21) J1  d 1=p
(
C exp
(
Ck'00kM1,1(v)
)
kakM1,1(!)
)1=p
k f kM p(!1) .
If we instead take x , y0 D '0

(X ),  ,  and 0 D '0x (X ) as new variables of integrations,
it follows by similar arguments that
J2  d 1=p
0
(
C exp
(
Ck'00kM1,1(v)
)
kakM1,1(!)
)1=p0
kgkM p0(1=!2)
.(2.21)0
A combination of (2.20), (2.21) and (2.21)0 now gives
j(Op
'
(a) f , g)j  Cd 1kakM1,1(!) k f kM p(!1)kgkM p0(1=!2) exp
(
Ck'00kM1,1(v)
)
,
which proves (2.7), and the result follows when a 2 C10 (R2nCm) and f , g 2 S (Rn).
Since S is dense in M p(!1) and M
p0
(1=!2), the result also holds for a 2 C
1
0 and f 2
M p(!1). Hence it follows by Hahn–Banach’s theorem that the asserted extension of the
map a 7! Op
'
(a) exists.
It remains to prove that this extension is unique. Therefore assume that a 2 M1,1(!)
is arbitrary, and take a sequence a j 2 C10 for j D 1, 2, : : : which converges to a with
respect to the narrow convergence (see Definition 1.6). Then QEa j ,! converges to QEa,!
in L1 as j turns to infinity. By (2.4)–(2.6) and the arguments at the above, it follows
from Lebesgue’s theorem that
(Op
'
(a j ) f , g) ! (Op
'
(a) f , g)
as j tends to infinity. This proves the uniqueness, and the result follows.
2.5. Fourier integral operators with amplitudes in coorbit spaces. A crucial
point concerning the uniqueness when extending the definition of Op
'
to amplitudes
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in M1,1(!) in Theorem 2.1 is that C10 is dense in M
1,1
(!) with respect to the narrow
convergence. On the other hand, the uniqueness of the extension might be violated
when spaces of amplitudes are considered where such density or duality properties are
missing. In the present paper we use the reformulation (2.6) to extend the definition
of the Fourier integral operator in (0.2) to certain amplitudes which are not contained
in M1,1(!) .
More precisely, assume that a 2S 0(RNCm), f 2S (Rn1 ), g 2S (Rn2 ) and that the
mapping
(X ,  , ) 7! Ha,'(X ,  , )(V0 f )(y,  )(V0 g)(x ,  )
belongs to L1(RNCm RN ), where Ha,' is given by (2.5). (Here recall that N D n1 C
n2, where, from now on, n1 and n2 might be different.) Then we let Ta,'( f , g) be
defined as the right-hand side of (2.6).
DEFINITION 2.4. Assume that N D n1 C n2, v 2 P(RNCm  RNCm) is submul-
tiplicative and satisfies (2.2), ' 2 C(RNCm) fulfills the condition (2) in Subsection 2.1,
and that a 2 S 0(RNCm) is such that f 7! Ta,'( f , g0) and g 7! Ta,'( f0, g) are well-
defined and continuous from S (Rn1 ) and from S (Rn2 ) respectively to C, for each
fixed f0 2 S (Rn1 ) and g0 2 S (Rn2 ). Then the pair (a, ') is called admissible, and
the Fourier integral operator Op
'
(a) is the linear continuous mapping from S (Rn1 ) to
S
0(Rn2 ) which is defined by the formulas (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6).
Here recall that if for each fixed f0 2S (Rn1 ) and g0 2S (Rn2 ), the mappings f 7!
T ( f , g0) and g 7! T ( f0, g) are continuous from S (Rn1 ) and from S (Rn2 ) respectively
to C, then it follows by Banach–Steinhaus theorem that ( f , g) 7! T ( f , g) is continuous
from S (Rn1 ) S (Rn2 ) to C.
The following theorem involves Fourier integral operators with amplitudes which
are not contained in M1,1(!) .
Theorem 2.5. Assume that N ,  , !, ! j , v, ', V j , V 0j , t,  ,  and u for j D
0, 1, 2 are the same as in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that a 2 S 0(RNCm) fulfills
kak <1, where
kak  ess sup
x , y
(∫
V 02
(
sup
2Rm ,2V 01
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j
)
du
)
,
and that jdet('00
%,
)j  d for some d > 0. Then (i)–(ii) in Subsection 2.2 hold for p D1.
We note that the conditions on a in Theorem 2.5 means that a should belong to
a subspace of M1(!) which is a superspace of M
1,1
(!) . Roughly speaking it follows that
a should belong to M1(!) in some variables and to M
1,1
(!) in the other variables. In
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fact, it follows that the amplitudes in Theorem 2.5 form a space of distributions which
is equal to F1p( Q!), where p D (1, 1, 1, 1), Q! 2 P(R2(NCm)) is appropriate, and
F1 is an appropriate partial Fourier transform on S 0(RNCm). Therefore, this space
of distributions is not a coorbit space of that particular type which is considered in
Subsection 1.2. On the other hand, it is a coorbit spaces in a more general context,
considered in [17, 18].
Proof. It suffices to prove (i) in Subsection 2.2.
We use similar notations as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Furthermore we let
Ea,!(x , y, u) D sup
 ,
Ea,!(X ,  , , z)
and
G1,v(u) D
∫
V 01
G( , , z) d ,
where Ea,! is given by (2.16). By taking x , y,  '0
%
(X ),  ,  as new variables of inte-
gration in (2.19), and using the fact that jdet('00
%,
)j  d we get
(2.22)
j(Op
'
(a) f , g)j  Cd 1
∫
R2N
Ka,!,Gv(X)F1(y,  )F2(x ,  ) dX
 Cd 1kKa,!,GvkL1kF1kL1kF2kL1 ,
where X D (x , y,  , ) and
Ka,!,Gv(X) D
∫
V 02
((Gv)  (Ea,!(x , y, 1,  )))(( , , 0)RNCm   (2, u)V 01V 02 ) du,
for some continuous functions 1 D 1(x , y, u) and 2 D 2(x , y, u).
We need to estimate kKa,!,GvkL1 . By Young’s inequality and simple change of
variables it follows that
kKa,!,GvkL1  kGvkL1  Ja,!,
where
Ja,! D ess sup
X
(∫
V 02
Ea,!(x , y, 1(x , y, u), (2(x , y, u), u)V 01V 02 ) du
)
 ess sup
X
(∫
V 02
sup
 ,
Ea,!(x , y,  , ( , u)V 01V 02 ) du
)
D kak.
Hence
(2.23) kKa,!,GvkL1  kGvkL1kak  C exp(Ck'00kM1,1(v) )kak.
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A combination of (2.22), (2.23), and the facts that kF1kL1 D k f kM1(!1) and kF2kL1 D
kgkM1(1=!2) now gives that the pair (a,') is admissible, and that (i) in Subsection 2.2 holds.
The proof is complete.
Corollary 2.6. Assume that N ,  , !0, ! j , v and ' for j D 1, 2 are the same
as in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that a 2 S 0(RNCm), and that one of the following
conditions holds:
(1) jdet('00
 ,
)j  d and kak <1, where
(2.24) kak D sup
x , y
(∫
Rm
sup
 , ,
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j dz
)
I
(2) m D n1, jdet('00x , )j  d and kak <1, where
(2.25) kak D sup
x , y
(∫
Rn1
sup
 ,,z
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j d
)
I
(3) m D n2, jdet('00y, )j  d and kak <1, where
(2.26) kak D sup
x , y
(∫
Rn2
sup
 , ,z
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j d
)
.
Then the (i)–(ii) in Subsection 2.2 hold for p D1.
Proof. If (1) is fulfilled, then the result follows by choosing
V1 D V 01 D f( , , 0) 2 RNCm I  2 Rn2 ,  2 Rn1g,
V2 D V 02 D f(0, 0,  ) 2 RNCm I  2 Rmg,
% D  ,  D ( , ) and u D z in Theorem 2.5. If instead (2) is fulfilled, then the result
follows by choosing
V1 D V 01 D f(0, , z) 2 RNCm I  2 Rn1 , z 2 Rmg,
V2 D V 02 D f( , 0, 0) 2 RNCm I  2 Rn2g,
% D x ,  D (, z) and u D  in Theorem 2.5. The result follows by similar arguments
if instead (3) is fulfilled. The details are left for the reader.
Next we discuss continuity and Schatten–von Neumann properties for Fourier inte-
gral operators with related conditions on the amplitudes belong to coorbit spaces which
are related to the amplitude space in Theorem 2.5. These computations are based on
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estimates of the short-time Fourier transform of the distribution kernels of these oper-
ators.
Assume that a 2 S 0(RNCm), !, v 2 P(R2(NCm)), ! j (R2n j ) and ' 2 C(RNCm) sat-
isfy '() 2 M1,1(v) (RNCm) for each multi-indices  such that jj D 2, (2.2) and (2.3), as
before. Formally, the kernel can be written as
Ka,'(x , y) D (2) N=2
∫
Rm
a(X )ei'(X ) d .
(Cf. Theorem 3.1.) Hence, if 0   j 2 C10 (Rn j ) for j D 1, 2 are the same as in Sub-
section 2.3, then it follows by straightforward computations that the short-time Fourier
transform of K can be expressed in terms of the formula
(2.27) (V
1
2 Ka,')(x , y,  , ) D (Op'(a)(1(    y)e ih,i), 2(    x)eih,i)L2 .
By letting f D 1(    y)e ih,i and g D 2(    x)eih,i, it follows that
(2.28) jV
1 f (y1, 1)j D j(V11)(y1   y, 1 C )j
and
(2.29) jV
2 g(x1, 1)j D j(V22)(x1   x , 1    )j.
Now we choose N0 large enough such that !0 is moderate with respect to h  iN0 , and
we set
F(X) D j(V
11)(y,  )(V22)(x ,  )hXiN0 j, where X D (x , y,  , ).
Then F is a continuous function which turns rapidly to zero at infinity. Furthermore,
it follows from (2.28) and (2.29) that
(2.30) jV
1 f (y1,  1)V2 g(x1, 1)!0(X)j  C F(X1   X)!0(X1),
where the inequality follows from the fact that
!0(X)  C!0(X1)hX   X1iN0 .
By combining (2.2), (2.3), (2.19) and (2.27)–(2.30) we obtain
(2.31) j(V
1
2 Ka,')(X)!0(X)j  C
∫ ∫
R2NCm
Ra,!,'(X1, 1)F(X1   X) d1 dX1,
for some constant C , with Ra,!,' defined in (2.18).
We have now the following result related to Theorem 2.5.
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Theorem 2.7. Assume that N ,  , !, ! j for j D 0, 1, 2, v and ' are the same
as in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that p 2 [1, 1], and that one of the following con-
ditions hold:
(1) a 2 S 0(RNCm) and kak <1, where
kak D
(∫∫
RN
(∫
Rm
sup
z
(∫∫
RN
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)jp d d
)1=p
d
)p
dx dy
)1=p
I
(2) jdet('00
 ,
)j  d for some d > 0, a 2 S 0(RNCm), and kak <1, where
kak D
(∫∫
RN
(∫
Rm
sup

(∫∫
RN
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)jp d d
)1=p
dz
)p
dx dy
)1=p
.
Then the (i)–(iii) in Subsection 2.2 hold.
We note that if a 2 M1, then the hypothesis in Theorem 2.7 (1) is fulfilled for
! D ! j D 1. Hence Theorem 2.7 generalizes Proposition 2.3 in [7] or [8].
Proof. It suffices to prove (i). We only consider the case when (2) and p < 1
are fulfilled. The other cases follow by similar arguments and are left for the reader.
Let G be the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and let Ea,!, Qa,! and Ra,!
be as in (2.16)–(2.18). It follows from (2.31) and Hölder’s inequality that
j(V
1
2 Ka,')(X)!0(X)j
 C
∫ ∫
RmC2N
(Ra,!,'(X1, 1)F(X1   X)1=p)F(X1   X)1=p0 d1 dX1
 CkFk1=p
0
L1
(∫
R2N
(∫
Rm
Ra,!,'(X1, 1) d1
)p
F(X1   X) dX1
)1=p
,
where kFkL1 is finite, since F turns rapidly to zero at infinity. By letting C' D
C exp
(
Ck'00kM1,1(v)
)
for some large constant C , and applying the L p norm and Young’s
inequality, we get
(2.32)
kKkpM p(!0)
 C1
∫
R2N
(∫
Rm
Ra,!,'(X,  ) d
)p
dX
 C1kGkpL1(v)
∫
R2N
(∫
Rm
Qa,!,'(X,  ) d
)p
dX
 C
'
∫
R2N
(∫
Rm
Ea,!(X ,    '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )) d
)p
dX,
for Qa,!,' as in (2.17) and some constant C1. It follows now from Minkowski’s in-
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equality that the latter integral can be estimated by
∫ ∫
RN
(∫
Rm
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(X ,    '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X ))p d d
)1=p
d
)p
dx dy
D
∫ ∫
RN
(∫
Rm
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(X ,  , ,  '0

(X ))p d d
)1=p
d
)p
dx dy.
By letting C
'
D C2 exp
(
C2k'00kM1,1(v)
)
, taking  , ,  '0

(X ), x , y as new variables of
integration, and using the fact that jdet('00
 ,
)j  d, we get for some function  that
kKkpM p(!0)

C
'
d
∫ ∫
RN
(∫
Rm
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(x , y, (x , y, z),  , , z)p d d
)1=p
dz
)p
dx dy

C
'
d
∫ ∫
RN
(∫
Rm
sup

(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(x , y,  ,  , , z)p d d
)1=p
dz
)p
dx dy
D C
'
kakp.
This proves the assertion
Next we have the following result, parallel to Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 2.8. Assume that N ,  , !, ! j , v, ', V j , V 0j , t,  ,  and u for j D
0, 1, 2 are the same as in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that p 2 [1,1], a 2S 0(RNCm)
fulfills kak <1, where
kak D
∫
V 02
(∫∫
V1V 01
(
ess sup
%2V2
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j
)p
dt d
)1=p
du,
and that jdet('00
%,
)j  d. Then (i)–(iii) in Subsection 2.2 hold.
We note that the norm estimate on a in Theorem 2.8 means that a 2p(!)(V ) with
p D (1, p, p, 1) and V D (V2, V1, V 01, V 02). The proof of Theorem 2.8 is based on
Theorem 2.5 and the following result which generalizes Theorem 2.7 in the case p D 1.
Proposition 2.9. Assume that N ,  , !, ! j , v, ', V j , V 0j , t,  ,  and u for j D
0, 1, 2 are the same as in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that a 2 S 0(RNCm) satisfies
kak <1, where
kak D
∫ ∫
RmV1
ess sup
%2V2
(∫∫
RN
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j d d
)
dt dz,
and that jdet('00
%,
)j  d. Then (i)–(iii) in Subsection 2.2 hold for p D 1.
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Proof. We use the same notations as in Subsection 2.1 and the proof of The-
orem 2.1. It follows from (2.32) that
kKkM1(!0)  C'
∫∫
R2NCm
Ea,!(X ,    '0x (X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )) d dX
D C
'
∫∫
R2NCm
Ea,!(X ,  , ,  '0

(X )) d dX
D C1C'
∫ ∫
V1V2
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(X ,  , ,  '0

(X )) d d
)
dt d%.
By taking t and  '0

as new variables of integration in the outer double integral, and
using the fact that jdet('00
%,
)j  d, we get
kKkM1(!0)  C1C'd
 1
∫
Rm
(∫
V1
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(X ,  , , z) d d
)
dt
)
dz
 C1C'd 1
∫
Rm
(∫
V1
sup
%2V2
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(X ,  , , z) d d
)
dt
)
dz
D C1C'd 1kak.
This proves the result.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. We start to consider the case p D 1. By Proposition 2.9
(i), Minkowski’s inequality and substitution of variables we obtain
kKkM1(!0)  C'd
 1
∫
Rm
(∫
V1
ess sup
%2V2
(∫∫
RN
Ea,!(X ,  , , z) d d
)
dt
)
dz
 C
'
d 1
∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
V1RNCm
sup
%2V2
(Ea,!(X ,  , , z)) dt d d dz
D C1C'
∫
V 02
(∫∫
V1V 01
sup
%2V2
(Ea,!(X ,  , , z)) dt d
)
du,
for some constant C1, and the result follows in this case.
Next we consider the case p D1. By Theorem 2.5 (i) we get
kKkM1(!0)  C' supx , y
(∫
V 02
sup
 ,
(Ea,!(X ,  , , z)) du
)
 C
'
∫
V 02
(
ess sup
(t, )2V1V 01
(
sup
%2V2
(Ea,!(X ,  , , z))
))
du,
and the result follows in this case as well.
The theorem now follows for general p by interpolation, using Proposition 1.11.
The proof is complete.
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By interpolating Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.8 we get the following result.
Theorem 2.10. Assume that N ,  , !, ! j , v, ', V j , V 0j , t,  ,  and u for j D 0, 1, 2
are the same as in Subsection 2.1. Also assume that p, q 2 [1,1], a 2S 0(RNCm) fulfills
kak <1, where
kak D
∫
V 02
(∫
V 01
(∫
V1
(
sup
%2V2
jV

a(X ,  , , z)!(X ,  , , z)j
)p
dt
)q=p
d
)1=q
du,
and that in addition n1 D n2 and (0.5) and jdet('00
%,
)j  d hold for some d > 0. Then
the following is true:
(1) if in addition p0  q  p, and p1, p2 2 [1, 1] satisfy
(2.33) 1
p
C
1
q 0

1
p1
C
1
p2

1
p0
C
1
q
and
1
p01
C
1
p2
D
1
p
C
1
q
,
with strict inequality in (2.33) when q < p, then the definition of Op
'
(a) extends unique-
ly to a continuous map from M p1(!1) to M
p2
(!2);
(2) if q  min(p, p0), then Op
'
(a) 2 Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)).
We note that the norm estimate on a in Theorem 2.10 means that a 2 p(!)(V )
with p D (1, p, q, 1) and V D (V2, V1, V 01, V 02).
Proof. In order to prove (1) we note that the result holds when (p, q) D (1, 1)
or q D p, in view of Theorems 2.1 and 2.8. Next assume that q D p0 for p  2, and
set p1 D (1,1, 1, 1) and p D (1, 2, 2, 1). Then it follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.8
that the bilinear form
T (a, f )  Op
'
(a) f
is continuous from

p1
(!)  M
p
(!1) to M
p
(!2), 1 < p <1,
and from

p2
(!)  M
2
(!1) to M
2
(!2).
By interpolation, using Theorem 4.4.1 in [2], Proposition 1.5 and Proposition 1.11, it
follows that if q D p0 < 2, then T extends uniquely to a continuous map from

p
(!)  M
p1
(!1) to M
p2
(!2),
when p0 < p1 D p2 < p. This proves (1) when q D p or q D p0.
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For q 2 (p0, p), the result now follows by interpolation between the case q D p0
and p1 D p2 D p0 where p0 < p0 < p, and the case q D p and p01 D p2 D p. In fact,
by interpolation it follows that T extends to a continuous map from

p
(!)  M
p1
(!1) to M
p2
(!2)
when
1
q
D
1   
p0
C

p
,
1
p1
D
1   
p0
C

p0
,
1
p2
D
1   
p0
C

p
.
It is now straightforward to control that these conditions are equivalent with those con-
ditions in (1), and the assertion follows for p0  q  p.
In a similar way, the case p 2 [q, q 0] follows by interpolation between the cases
p1 D (1, q, q, 1) and p2 D (1, q 0, q, 1). The details are left for the reader.
In order to prove (2), it is no restriction to assume that q D min(p, p0). If p D1
and q D 1, then the result is a consequence of Theorem 2.1. If instead 1  q D p  2,
then the result follows from Theorem 2.8. The remaining case 2  p D q 0  1 now
follows by interpolation between the cases (p, q) D (2, 2) and (p, q) D (1, 1), using
(1.8) or (1.9), and the interpolation properties in Section 1.2. The proof is complete.
3. Consequences
In this section we list some consequences of the results in Section 2. In Sub-
section 3.1 we consider Fourier integral operators where the amplitudes depend on two
variables only. In Subsection 3.2 we consider Fourier integral operators with smooth
amplitudes.
3.1. Fourier integral operators with amplitudes depending on two variables.
We start to discuss Schatten–von Neumann operators for Fourier integral operators with
symbols in M p,q(!) (R2n) and phase functions which admit second order derivatives in
M1,1(v) (R3n), for appropriate weight functions ! and v. We assume here that the phase
functions depend on x , y,  2 Rn and that the amplitudes only depend on the x and 
variables and are independent of the y variable. Note that here we have assumed that
the numbers n1, n2 and m in Section 2 are equal to n. As in the previous section, we
use the notation X , Y , Z , : : : for triples of the form (x , y,  ) 2 R3n .
The first aim is to establish a weighted version of Theorem 2.5 in [8]. To this pur-
pose, we need to transfer the conditions for the weight and phase functions from Sec-
tion 2. Namely here and in the following we assume that ' 2 C(R3n), !0,! 2P(R4n),
v1 2 P(Rn), v2 2 P(R2n) and v 2 P(R6n). A condition on the phase function is
(3.1) jdet('00y, (X ))j  d, X D (x , y,  ) 2 R2n
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for some constant d > 0, and the conditions in (2.3) in Subsection 2.1 are modified into:
!0(x , y,  , '0y(X ))  C!(x ,  ,    '0x (X ),  '0 (X )),
!2(x ,  )
!1(y,  )
 C!0(x , y,  , ),
!0(x , y,  , 1 C 2)  C!0(x , y,  , 1)v1(2),
!(x ,  , 1 C 2, z1 C z2)  !(x ,  , 1, z1)v2(2, z2),
v(X ,  , , z) D v1()v2( , z), x , y, z, z j ,  ,  j , ,  2 Rn .
(2.3)0
For convenience we also set Op1,0,'(a) D Op'(a1) when a1(x , y,  ) D a(x ,  ).
Proposition 3.1. Assume that p 2 [1,1], d > 0, v 2 P(R6n) is submultiplicative
and satisfies v(t  )  Cv when t 2 [0, 1], !0, ! 2 P(R4n), !1, !2 2 P(R2n) and that
' 2 C(R3n) are such that ' is real-valued, '() 2 M1,1(v) for all multi-indices  such
that jj D 2, and (3.1) and (2.3)0 are fulfilled for some constant C. Then the following
is true:
(1) the map
a 7! Ka,'(x , y) 
∫
a(x ,  )ei'(x , y, ) d ,
from S (R2n) to S 0(R2n) extends uniquely to a continuous map from M p(!)(R2n) to
M p(!0)(R2n);
(2) the map a 7! Op1,0,'(a) from S (R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)) extends uniquely to
a continuous map from M p(!)(R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn));
(3) if a 2 M p(!)(R2n), then the definition of Op1,0,'(a) extends uniquely to a continuous
operator from M p0(!1)(Rn) to M
p
(!2)(Rn). Furthermore, for some constant C it holds
kOp1,0,'(a)kM p0(!1)!M p(!2)  Cd
 1 exp
(
k'
00
kM1,1(v)
)
kakM p(!) I
(4) if a 2 M1,1(!) (R2n) and 1 < p < 1, then the definition of Op1,0,'(a) from S (Rn)
to S 0(Rn) extends uniquely to a continuous operator from M p(!1)(Rn) to M p(!2)(Rn);
(5) if q  min(p, p0), a 2 M p,q(!) (R2n), and in addition condition (0.5) holds, then
Op1,0,'(a) 2 Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)).
Proof. We start to prove the continuity assertions. Let a1(x , y,  )D a(x ,  ), and let
Q!(x , y,  ,  , , z) D !(x ,  ,  , z)v1().
By Proposition 1.10 it follows that a1 2 p( Q!)(V ) with p D (1, p, p, 1) and V D
(V2, V1, V 01, V 02). Hence Theorem 2.8 shows that it suffices to prove that (2.3) holds
after ! has been replaced by Q!.
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By (2.3)0 we have
!0(x , y,  , )  C!0(x , y,  , '0y(X ))v1(   '0y(X ))
 C2!(x ,  ,    '0(X ),  '0

(X ))v1(   '0y(X ))
D C2 Q!(x , y,  ,    '0(X ),    '0y(X ),  '0 (X )).
This proves that the first two inequalities in (2.3) hold. Furthermore, since v1 is sub-
multiplicative we have
Q!(X , 1 C 2, 1 C 2, z1 C z2) D !(x ,  , 1 C 2, z1 C z2)v1(1 C 2)
 C!(x ,  , 1, z1)v2(2, z2)v1(1)v(2)
D C Q!(X , 1, 1, z1)v(2, 2, z2),
for some constant C . This proves the last inequality in (2.3), and the continuity asser-
tions follow.
It remains to prove the uniqueness. If p < 1, then the uniqueness follows from
the fact that S is dense in M p(!).
Next we consider the case p D1. Assume that a 2 M1(!)(R2n) and b 2 M1(1=!0)(R2n),
and let Q'(x , y,  ) D  '(x ,  , y). Since (3.1) also holds when ' is replaced by Q', the first
part of the proof shows that Kb, Q' 2 M1(1=!). Furthermore, by straightforward computations
we have
(3.2) (Ka,' , b) D (a, Kb, Q').
In view of Proposition 1.1 (3), it follows that the right-hand side in (3.2) makes sense
if, more generally, a is an arbitrary element in M1(!)(R2n), and then
j(a, Kb, Q')j  Cd 1kakM1(!)kbkM1(1=!0) exp
(
Ck'00kM1,1(v)
)
,
for some constant C which is independent of d, a 2 M1(!) and b 2 M1(1=!0).
Hence, by letting Ka,' be defined as (3.2) when a 2 M1, it follows that a 7! Ka,'
on M1 extends to a continuous map on M1. Furthermore, since S is dense in M1
with respect to the weak topology, it follows that this extension is unique. The proof
is complete.
Finally we remark that the arguments above also give Theorem 3.10 below, which
concerns Fourier integral operators of the form
Opt1,t2,'(a) f (x) 
∫ ∫
a(t1x C t2 y,  ) f (y)ei'(t1xCt2 y, t2xCt1 y, ) dy d .
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It is then natural to assume that the conditions (3.1) and (2.3)0 are replaced by
t21 C t
2
2 D 1, jdet('00y, (X ))j  d,(3.1)0
and
!0(t1x C t2 y,  t2x C t1 y, t1 C t2'0y(X ),  t2 C t1'0y(X ))
 C!(x ,  ,    '0x (X ),  '0 (X ))
!2(x ,  )
!1(y,  )
 C!0(x , y,  , ),
!0(x , y,  C t22, 1 C t12)  !0(x , y,  , 1)v1(2)
!(x ,  , 1 C 2, z1 C z2)  !(x ,  , 1, z1)v2(2, z2),
v(X ,  , , z) D v1()v2( , z), x , y, z, z j ,  ,  j , ,  2 Rn .
(2.3)00
Proposition 3.10. Assume that p 2 [1,1], d > 0, v 2P(R6n) is submultiplicative
and satisfies v(t  )  Cv when t 2 [0, 1], !0, ! 2 P(R4n), !1, !2 2 P(R2n) and that
' 2 C(R3n) are such that ' is real-valued, '() 2 M1,1(v) for all multi-indices  such
that jj D 2, and (3.1)0 and (2.3)00 are fulfilled for some constants t1, t2 and C. Then
the following is true:
(1) the map
a 7! Ka,'(x , y) 
∫
a(t1x C t2 y,  )ei'(t1xCt2 y, t2xCt1 y, ) d ,
from S (R2n) to S 0(R2n) extends uniquely to a continuous map from M p(!)(R2n) to
M p(!0)(R2n);
(2) the map a 7! Opt1,t2,'(a) from S (R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn)) extends uniquely to
a continuous map from M p(!)(R2n) to L (S (Rn), S 0(Rn));
(3) if a 2 M p(!)(R2n), then the definition of Opt1,t2,'(a) extends uniquely to a continuous
operator from M p0(!1)(Rn) to M
p
(!2)(Rn). Furthermore, for some constant C it holds
kOpt1,t2,'(a)kM p0(!1)!M p(!2)  Cd
 1 exp
(
k'
00
kM1,1(v)
)
kakM p(!) I
(4) if a 2 M1,1(!) (R2n) and 1 < p <1, then the definition of Opt1,t2,'(a) from S (Rn)
to S 0(Rn) extends uniquely to a continuous operator from M p(!1) to M p(!2);
(5) if q  min(p, p0), a 2 M p,q(!) (R2n), and in addition condition (0.5) holds, then
Opt1,t2,'(a) 2 Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)).
Proof. By letting
x1 D t1x C t2 y, y1 D  t2x C t1 y
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as new coordinates, it follows that we may assume that t1 D 1 and t2 D 0, and then
the result agrees with Theorem 3.1. The proof is complete.
3.2. Fourier integral operators with smooth amplitudes. Next we apply The-
orem 2.10 to Fourier integral operators with smooth amplitudes. We recall that the con-
dition on a in Theorem 2.10 means exactly that a 2p(!)(V ) with p D (1, p, q, 1) and
V D (V2, V1, V 01, V 02). In what follows we consider the case when n1 D n2 D m D n and
(3.3)
V1 D V 01 D f(x , 0,  ) 2 R3n I x ,  2 Rng and
V2 D V 02 D f(0, y, 0) 2 R3n I y 2 Rng.
However, the analysis presented here also holds without these restrictions. The de-
tails are left for the reader. We are especially concerned with spaces of amplitudes
of the form
C N , p(!) (R3n) D
{
a 2 C N (R3n)I kakC N , p(!) <1
}
,
where N  is an integer, ! 2 P(R3n) and
kakC N , p(!)

∑
jjN
(∫∫
R2n
ka()(x ,  ,  )!(x ,  ,  )kpL1 dx d
)1=p
.
We also set
C1, p(!) (R3n) D
⋂
N0
C N , p(!) (R3n),
S(!0)(Rn) D f f 2 C1(Rn)I !0 f 2 L1, 8g,
when !0 2 P(Rn).
The following proposition links C N , p(!) with 
p
(!)(V ).
Proposition 3.2. Assume that (3.3) is fulfilled for V D (V2, V1, V 01, V2), N  0
is an integer, p, q, r 2 [1, 1], p D (1, p, q, 1), p1 D (1, p, 1, 1) and that p2 D
(1, p, 1, r ). Also assume that ! 2 P(R3n), and let
!s(X ,  , , z) D !(X )h , , zis , s 2 R.
If s1 <  2n=q 0 when q > 1 and s1  0 when q D 1, and s2 > n(q C 2)=q, then the
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following embedding holds:

p1
(!N ) ,! 
p
(!N ) ,! 
p2
(!N ),(3.4)

p2
(!NCs2 ) ,! 
p
(!N ) ,! 
p1
(!NCs1 )(3.5)
and
C NC3nC1, p(!) ,! 
p1
(!N ) ,! C
N , p
(!) .(3.6)
For the proof we consider the set P0(Rn) of all ! 2 P(Rn) \ C1(Rn) such that
!
()
=! is bounded for all multi-indices . (Cf. [43, 45].)
Lemma 3.3. Assume that p D (p, q, r , s) 2 [1,1]4, and that N  0 is an integer.
Then the following is true:
(1) if ! 2 P(Rn), then it exists an element !0 2 P0(Rn) such that
(3.7) C 1!0  !  C!0,
for some constant C ;
(2) if ! 2 P(R2n), Q! j 2 P0(R2n) for j D 1, 2 are such that Q!1(x ,  ) D Q!1(x) and
Q!2(x ,  ) D Q!2( ), and that a j 2 S(1= Q! j )(Rn), then the mappings
f 7! Q!1  f , and f 7! Q!2(D) f
( f 7! Qa1  f , and f 7! Qa2(D) f )
are homeomorphisms (continuous) from p( Q!1!)(V ) and from 
p
( Q!2!)(V ) respectively to

p
(!)(V ). Furthermore, if
!N1, N2 (x ,  ) D !(x ,  )hxiN2hiN1 ,
then
(3.8)

p
(!N1, N2 )(V ) D f f 2 S
0(Rn)I x f 2 p(!)(V ), jj  N2, jj  N1g
D f f 2 S 0(Rn)I f , x N2j f , DN1k f , x N2j DN1k f 2 p(!)(V ), 1  j , k  ngI
(3) if ! 2 P(R6n) and !0 2 P0(R6n) are such that !(X ,  , , z) D !(X ) and
!0(X ,  , , z) D !0(X ), then the map a 7! !0  a is a bijection from C N , p(!0!)(R3n) to
C N , p(!) (R3n).
Proof. The assertion (1) follows from Lemma 1.2 in [44], and (3) is a straight-
forward consequence of the definitions. The continuity assertions on Q! j in (2) follows
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from Theorem 2.2 in [43] when p(!)(V ) is a modulation space. The general case
follows by similar arguments as in the proof of that theorem. We omit the details.
(Cf. Remark 2.8 in [43].)
Next we prove the continuity for the map f 7! a1  f . Let
!a1 D C Q!1 C a1,
where the constant C is chosen such that ja1j  C Q!1=2. Then it follows from the def-
initions that
C 11 Q!1  !a1  C1 Q!1,
for some constant C1. This proves that !a1 2 P0(Rn), and the first part of (2) now
shows that the mappings
f 7! Q!1  f and f 7! a1  f
are continuous from p( Q!1!)(V ) to 
p
(!)(V ). Since f 7! a1  f is a linear combination
of these mappings, the result follows.
The continuity assertions for the map f 7! a2(D) f follows by similar arguments.
The details are left for the reader.
It remains to prove (3.8). It is convenient to set
N1, N2 (x ,  ) D hxiN2hiN1 .
Furthermore, let M0 be the set of all f 2 p(!) such that x f 2 p(!) when jj 
N1 and jj  N2, and let QM0 be the set of all 2 p(!) such that x
N2
j 
N1
k f 2 p(!) for
j , k D 1, : : : , N . We shall prove that M0 D QM0 Dp(N1, N2!). Obviously, M0  QM0. By
the first part of (2) it follows that p(N1, N2!)  M0. The result therefore follows if we
prove that QM0  p(N1, N2!).
In order to prove this, assume first that N1 D N , N2 D 0, f 2 QM0, and choose
open sets
0 D f 2 Rn I j j < 2g
and
 j D f 2 Rn I 1 < j j < nj j jg.
Then
⋃n
jD0  j D R
n
, and there are non-negative functions '0, : : : , 'n in S00 such that
supp ' j   j and
∑n
jD0 ' j D 1. In particular, f D
∑n
jD0 f j when f j D ' j (D) f . The
result follows if we prove that f j 2 p(N ,0!) for every j .
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Now set  0( ) D N ( )'0( ) and  j ( ) D  Nj N ( )' j ( ) when j D 1, : : : , n. Then
 j 2 S00 for every j . Hence the first part of (2) gives
k f jk

p
(N ,0!)
 C1kN (D) f jk

p
(!)
D C1k j (D)Nj f kp(!)  C2kNj f kp(!) <1
and
k f0k

p
(N ,0!)
 C1kN (D) f0k

p
(!)
D C1k 0(D) f k

p
(!)
 C2k f k

p
(!)
<1,
for some constants C1 and C2. This proves that
(3.9) k f k

p
(N ,0!)
 C
(
k f k

p
(!)
C
N∑
jD1
k
N
j f kp(!)
)
,
for some constant C , and the result follows in this case.
If we instead split up f into ∑ ' j f , then similar arguments show that
(3.10) k f k

p
(0, N !)
 C
(
k f k

p
(!)
C
N∑
kD1
kx Nk f kp(!)
)
,
and the result follows in the case N1 D 0 and N2 D N from this estimate.
The general case now follows if combine (3.9) with (3.10), which proves (2). The
proof is complete.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The first embeddings in (3.4) follows immediately from
Proposition 1.9. Next we prove (3.5). Let " > 0 be chosen such that s2   2" > n(q C
1)=q, Ea,!N be as in Section 2, and set
Fa,!N ( , , z) D
(∫∫
R2n
sup
y2Rn
Ea,!N (X ,  , , z)p dx d
)1=p
.
Then Hölder’s inequality gives
kak

p
(!N )
D
∫
Rn
(∫∫
R2n
Fa,!N ( , , z)q d dz
)1=q
d
D
∫
Rn
(∫∫
R2n
Fa,!NCs2 ( , , z)qh , , zi s2q d dz
)1=q
d

∫
Rn
(∫∫
R2n
Fa,!NCs2 ( , , z)qh , zi (2nC") d dz
)1=q
hi
 (nC") d
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 CkFa,!NCs2 kL1 D Ckakp2(!NCs2 )
,
where
C D
(∫∫
R2n
h , zi (2nC") d dz
)1=q ∫
Rn
hi
 (nC") d <1.
This proves the first inclusion in (3.5). The second inclusion follows by similar argu-
ments. The details are left for the reader.
Next we prove (3.6). By Lemma 3.3 it follows that we may assume that ! D 1
and N D 0. By Remark 1.3 (2) we have

p1
 M1,1  C \ L1.
Furthermore, if  2 S (R3n) is such that (0) D (2) 3n=2, then it follows by Fourier’s
inversion formula that
a(X ) D
∫∫ ∫
R3n
V

a(X ,  , , z)ei(hx ,iChy,iCh ,zi) d d dz.
Hence Minkowski’s inequality gives
kakC0, p D
(∫∫
R2n
(
sup
y2Rn
ja(X )j
)p
dx d
)1=p

(∫∫
R2n
sup
y2Rn
(∫∫∫
R3n
jV

a(X ,  , , z)j d d dz
)p
dx d
)1=p

∫ ∫ ∫
R3n
(∫∫
R2n
sup
y2Rn
jV

a(X ,  , , z)jp dx d
)1=p
d d dz D kak

p1 .
This proves the right embedding in (3.6).
In order to prove the left embedding in (3.6) we observe that
jV

a(X ,  , , z)j  (2) 3n=2
∫
j(X1   X )a(X1)j d X1 D (2) 3n=2(jaj  j L j)(X ),
which together with Young’s inequality give
kak

p2 D sup
 ,,z
(∫∫
R2n
sup
y2Rn
jV

a(X ,  , , z)jp dx d
)1=p
 C
(∫∫
R2n
sup
y2Rn
(jaj  j L j)(X )p dx d
)1=p
 CkkL1
(∫∫
R2n
sup
y2Rn
ja(X )jp dx d
)1=p
D CkkL1kakC0, p ,
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for some constant C . Hence if !(X ,  , , z) D h , , zi 3n 1, then it follows from
Lemma 3.3 that
kak

p1  C1k! 1(D)ak

p1
(!)
 C2
∑
jj3nC1
ka()k

p1
(!)
 C2
∑
jj3nC1
ka()k

p2  C3
∑
jj3nC1
ka()kC0, p D C3kakC N , p ,
for some constants C1, : : : , C3. This proves (3.6) and the result follows.
Corollary 3.4. Let N , !s and p be as in Proposition 3.2. Then
C1, p(!) D
⋂
N0

p
(!N ).
REMARK 3.5. Similar properties with similar motivations as those in Propos-
ition 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and Corollary 3.4, and their proofs, also holds when the p(!N )
spaces and C N , p(!) spaces are replaced by the modulation space M
p,q
(!) (Rn) for ! 2
P(R2n) and
f f 2 S 0(Rn)I f () 2 M p,q(!) (Rn), jj  N g
respectively. (Cf. [44].)
Now we may combine Proposition 3.2 with the results in Section 2 to obtain con-
tinuity properties for certain type of Fourier integral operator when acting on modula-
tion spaces. For example, the following result is a consequence of Theorem 2.10 and
Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3.6. Assume that n1 D n2 D m D n, ! 2 P(R6n) and Q! 2 P(R3n)
satisfy
!(X ,  , , z) D Q!(X )h , , ziN
for some constant N , and that  , ! j , v and ' for j D 0, 1, 2 are the same as in
Subsection 2.1. Also assume that p 2 [1, 1], a 2 C1, p( Q!) (R3n), and that jdet('00y, )j  d
and (0.5) hold for some d > 0. Then the following is true:
(1) (i)–(ii) in Subsection 2.2 holds;
(2) Op
'
(a) 2 Ip(M2(!1), M2(!2)).
3.3. Some consequences in the theory of pseudo-differential operators. The
results in Secton 2 also allow us to extend some properties in [41, 43] for pseudo-
differential operators of the form (0.3). In this case we have that '(x , y,  ) D hx  y,  i,
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where x , y,  2 Rn , and the conditions in (2.3) imply that
(3.11) !2(x ,  C  )
!1(y, C  )
 C!(x , y,  ,  ,  , y   x)
for some constant C which is independent of x , y,  , ,  2 Rn . Hence the following
result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.10.
Proposition 3.7. Assume that ! j 2P(R2n) and ! 2P(R6n) satisfy (3.11), V j and
V 0j are the same as in (3.3) for j D 1, 2, and assume that a 2 p(!)(V ) for some p D
(1, p, q, 1) with p, q 2 [1,1]. Then (1) and (2) in Theorem 2.10 hold for '(x , y,  ) D
hx   y,  i.
We may now prove the following result.
Proposition 3.8. Assume that ! j 2 P(R2n) for j D 1, 2 and ! 2 P(R3n) satisfy
(3.12) !2(x ,  )
!1(x ,  )
 C!(x , x ,  ), x ,  2 Rn ,
and that a 2 C p,1(!) (R3n) for p 2 [1, 1]. Then (1) and (2) in Theorem 2.10 hold for
'(x , y,  ) D hx   y,  i.
Proof. Since ! j and ! are moderated by h  iN for some N  0, it follows from
(3.12) that
!2(x ,  C  )
!1(y, C  )
 C!N0 (x , y,  ,  ,  , y   x),
for some constants C and N0, where
!N0 (x , y,  ,  , , z) D !(x , y,  )h , , ziN0 .
Hence (3.11) is fulfilled after replacing ! by !N0 . The result follows now by combin-
ing Proposition 3.2 with Proposition 3.7. The proof is complete.
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